Diagnosing cross-shelf transport along an ocean front: an observational case study in the Gulf of Lion
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Abstract

Exchanges between coastal regions and the open ocean are often associated with intermittent and localized processes such as eddies, fronts and filaments. Since these features are difficult to observe, their impact has been predominantly investigated using numerical models and remote sensing. In this study, satellite sea surface temperature maps, Lagrangian surface drifter trajectories, and ship-based surveys of currents and hydrography from the Latex10 campaign are used to quantify cross-shelf exchanges associated with a temperature front in the western Gulf of Lion. Satellite imagery and thermosalinograph sections provide the characterization of the various water masses associated with the front. Lagrangian drifter trajectories are used to identify the main transport structures and to quantify the velocity components associated with near-inertial oscillations. These are removed from the instantaneous ADCP observations with which the cross-shelf exchanges are then computed. The results indicate an average outflow of $0.074 \pm 0.013$ Sv and an inflow of $0.021 \pm 0.006$ Sv. Integrated over the two-week lifetime of the front, such outflow induced a total export of $\sim 90 \pm 14$ km$^3$ of water, indicating that 3 to 4 of such events are sufficient to completely renew the surface waters of the Gulf of Lion. The total import was $\sim 25 \pm 7$ km$^3$, suggesting larger inflows at depth or in the eastern part of the gulf to maintain its volume balance. These in-situ estimates represent a key term of comparison for the further development of numerical model- and satellite-based studies of cross-shelf exchanges associated with this type of processes.

1 Introduction

The coastal ocean is one of the most important and dynamic regions of the world [UNESCO, 2011]. It represents the main link between the continents, which are strongly impacted by human presence, and the open ocean, which is an important regulator of the global thermal and biogeochemical cycles. Furthermore, it provides a wide range of services and resources for human activities [Barbier et al., 2011]. Along with river runoff and atmospheric forcings, exchanges with the open ocean at the continental shelf margin have been identified as one of the key factors controlling the environmental conditions of coastal regions [Csanady, 1982; Huthnance, 1995; Liu et al., 2010]. Cross-shelf exchanges can regulate the fluxes of carbon [Bauer and Druffel, 1998; Gattuso et al., 1998] and nutrients [Grantham et al., 2004], as well as the dispersion of fish-larvae [Roughan et al., 2006] and pollutants [Gustafsson et al., 1998]. Therefore, they strongly influence the biogeochemical cycles and ecological conditions at both the local and global scale. Improving our understanding of the physical processes and mechanisms
regulating such exchanges is, thus, a key step towards the development of a sustainable man-
agement of coastal environments [EEA, 2010; UNESCO, 2011].

In the last decades, cross-shelf exchanges have been the focus of several studies [e.g.
Brink and Cowles, 1991; Biscaye et al., 1994; Huthnance et al., 2002; Johnson and Chapman,
2011]. However, accurate estimates of the net fluxes remain hard to obtain due to the tempo-
ral and spatial scales of the processes involved [Huthnance et al., 2009]. Continental shelves
are often bounded by strong large-scale (geostrophic) currents flowing along the steep bathymetry
of the shelf edge [Huthnance, 1995]. These tend to inhibit cross shelf exchanges which, there-
fore, are mainly enabled by localized, short-lived and predominantly ageostrophic events, such
as internal tide breaking [Hopkins et al., 2012], Ekman transport [Kirincich and Barth, 2009],
dense shelf water cascading [Canals et al., 2006] and mesoscale-stirred fronts and filaments.
The latter in particular have emerged in recent years as key contributors to ocean horizontal
mixing and cross-shelf transport [Nagai et al., 2015].

Due to their local and ephemeral nature, fronts and filaments remain an observational
challenge [Özgökmen et al., 2011]. In-situ observations from Lagrangian drifters [Ohlmann et al.,
2001; Rubio et al., 2009] and gliders [Castelao et al., 2008; Heslop et al., 2012] have evidenced
their importance in regulating the variability of cross-shelf exchanges. To extend the analys-
es to the regional and interannual scales, in-situ observations have often been integrated with
numerical models [Dinniman et al., 2003; Juza et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2014] and satellite ob-
servations [Matsumo et al., 2009; Piola et al., 2010; Shapiro et al., 2010]. At the same time,
detailed in-situ characterizations of the dynamics and transport associated with specific events
remain relatively rare [Johnson and Chapman, 2011]. Such observations can provide key in-
formation for further refining the accuracy of model- and satellite-based analyses, which in
turn can be used to obtain more reliable estimates of cross-shelf exchanges where measure-
ments are not dense enough [Huthnance et al., 2009].

In this study, we use the observations from the Latex10 campaign [1-24 September, 2010;
Petrenko, 2010] in the western Gulf of Lion (hereafter GoL) to provide (to the best of our knowl-
edge) one of the first in-situ quantifications of the cross-shelf fluxes associated with a specific
mesoscale-stirred front.

The GoL, located in the NW Mediterranean, is characterized by a large continental mar-
gin (Figure 1, top). The prominent feature of its circulation is the Northern Current (NC) a
strong quasi-geostrophic current flowing from east to west along the continental slope [Mil-
Figure 1. (top) Bathymetry of the Gulf of Lion. The 200 and 500 m isobaths mark the position of the continental slope (as in all following maps). Black arrows indicate the Northern Current, and the Tramontane and Mistral winds. The red rectangle indicates the region of focus of the Latex10 campaign. (bottom right) Drifter trajectories from 12 to 14 September 2010. Larger circles indicate the position of the drifters on 14 September 2010. In red and blue are the reconstructed repelling and attracting LCSs, respectively. (bottom left) Same drifter trajectories as in the right panel superimposed to AVHRR pseudo-SST (shaded) for 14 September [from Nencioli et al., 2011]. The dashed line marks the front between colder GoL shelf waters and warmer open NW Mediterranean waters. After 14 September, the front moved to the west and extended further to the north, following the intrusion of the warmer open waters into the continental shelf (see Section 3.1).
lot, 1990]. The NC constitutes an effective dynamical barrier which blocks coastal waters over
the continental shelf [Albérola et al., 1995; Sammari et al., 1995; Petrenko, 2003]. Exchanges
with the open NW Mediterranean occur mainly through dense shelf water cascading [de Madron
et al., 2013] and NC instabilities, such as current meandering over the shelf and meso- to sub-
mesoscale processes [Estournel et al., 2003; Petrenko et al., 2005, 2008; Barrier et al., 2016].
(Sub)mesoscale eddies have been observed on both the eastern [Allou et al., 2010; Schaeffer
et al., 2011] and the western part of the basin [Hu et al., 2011a], where they play a major role
in modulating the outflow from the continental shelf [Kersalé et al., 2013]. Cross-shelf exchanges
strongly influence the ecological conditions of the GoL, due to the strong biogeochemical gra-
dients between coastal and open NW Mediterranean waters [Malanotte Rizziolo et al., 2014; Ross
et al., 2016].

Latex10 was the third and last field campaign of the LAgrangian Transport EXperiment
(LATEX, 2008-2011), which focused on the investigation of mesoscale-driven dynamics and
cross-shelf exchanges in the western part of the GoL [Hu et al., 2009, 2011a,b; Campbell et al.,
2013; Kersalé et al., 2013]. The campaign included operations from two research vessels: the
R/V Le Téthys II and the R/V Le Surort. The Latex10 strategy was based on a novel adaptive
sampling, which combined satellite altimetry, ship-based acoustic current Doppler profiler (ADCP)
measurements, and iterative Lagrangian drifter releases, to collect repeated observations across
a strong thermal front (Figure 1, bottom left). The dataset has already provided the rare op-
portunity to directly investigate and characterize some aspects of its dynamics: Lagrangian ob-
servation has been used to identify and track, for the first time, in-situ attracting and repelling
Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS) associated with the front (bottom right panel of Figure 1)
[Nencioli et al., 2011]; furthermore, ship-based and Lagrangian observations have been com-
bined together in a novel approach to compute in-situ estimates of submesoscale horizontal
diffusivity across the front [Nencioli et al., 2013].

In this study, we further integrate the ship-based (i.e. thermosalinograph and ADCP) and
Lagrangian observations from Latex10 with remote sensing imagery (i.e. advanced very high
resolution radiometer, AVHRR) to quantify the cross-shelf exchanges associated with the front.
In particular: 1) the position of the in-situ LCS is used to identify the transport patterns in and
out the western part of the GoL, and to select the ship tracks who crossed the front; 2) AVHRR
imagery is combined with thermosalinograph observations from the selected cross-front sec-
tions to characterize the different water masses associated with the front; 3) Lagrangian drifter
trajectories are used to track the water mass movements and to quantify the velocity compo-
nents associated with near-inertial oscillations (NIO); 4) finally, the NIO components are removed from the instantaneous ADCP observations, and the corrected ADCP velocities are used to compute the cross-shelf exchanges resulting from the along-front advection of the identified water masses.

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Latex10 Observations

The hydrodynamical characteristics of the Latex10 front were surveyed by the R/V Le Téthys II. Measurements of surface temperature and salinity (hereafter SST and SSS, respectively) were collected every 15 seconds by a hull-mounted SeaBird SBE21 thermsalinograph at a depth of 2 m. Vertical sections of current velocities were collected by a hull-mounted VMBB-150 kHz ADCP. Following Petrenko et al. [2005], the instrument was configured for recording 1 minute ensemble averages with a vertical resolution of 4 m from 11 to 247 m of depth. At a cruise speed of eight knots, the thermsalinograph and ADCP sampling frequencies provided along-track spatial resolutions of 60 and 240 m, respectively.

Thermsalinograph observations were recorded continuously along the ship track from September 7 to September 24 except during profiling operations, when the thermsalinograph was turned off. ADCP velocities recorded during such operations were also discarded, since the accuracy of the measurements dropped significantly while the vessel maintained a fixed position. No measurements were collected on September 13, 16 and 19 due to rough sea conditions.

Wind speed and direction were recorded every 10 seconds by the meteorological station aboard the R/V Le Suroît. This second vessel was mainly used for the Latex10 passive tracer experiment, which consisted in the release and successive mapping of an SF6 patch in a Lagrangian reference frame [Doglioli et al., 2013]. Due to its larger size (compared to the R/V Le Téthys), the R/V Le Suroît remained at sea for the whole duration of the campaign, providing a continuous time series of the meteorological conditions in the region of study.

Latex10 included the deployment of 14 Technocean Surface Velocity Program (SVP) subsurface drifters. Each drifter was tethered to a holey-sock drogue centered at 15 m depth, and equipped with a GPS transmitter which communicated its position every 30 minutes. The drifters were deployed in arrays of varying number, with initial separation distances between the drifters ranging from 3 to 5 km. Of the three array deployments performed during Latex10 [see Nen-
cioli et al., 2011, for more details], only the trajectories from the first two (hereafter Lyap01, launched on September 12, and Lyap02, launched on September 18) are analyzed in this study. In addition to those, 4 additional drifters with a drogue centered at 50 m were deployed in the eastern GoL at the beginning of the campaign. These were used exclusively to track the circulation along the GoL continental slope.

The analysis of in-situ observations was integrated with AVHRR channel 4 imagery (provided by Météo-France). Although AVHRR channel 4 (hereafter pseudo-SST) measurements are usually inaccurate in estimating the absolute values of SST, pseudo-SST imagery has shown to accurately identify the spatial distribution of SST gradients [see supporting information in Nencioli et al., 2013]. SST gradients are particularly pronounced due to the contrast between GoL shelf (colder) and open NW Mediterranean (warmer) waters. This, along with its higher spatial (1 km) and temporal resolution (up to 4 images per day in the western part of the GoL), makes pseudo-SST imagery particularly suited for a qualitative analysis of the distribution, as well as the temporal evolution of mesoscale-driven dynamics along the continental slope of the GoL (bottom left panel of Figure 1). This was also evidenced during previous LATEX campaigns, when pseudo-SST images were used to investigate the dynamics of small mesoscale anticyclonic eddies in the western part of the GoL [e.g. Hu et al., 2011a; Kersalé et al., 2013].

2.2 LCS-based identification of cross-front transects

The reconstructed position of the in-situ LCS from Nencioli et al. [2011] has guided the identification of the cross-front transects within the time series of ship-based SST and SSS observations. A total of 12 cross-front transects were collected from 10 to 22 September (Table 1). These have been clustered together in four groups (hereafter A to D), each one including two or more passages over a similar region of the LCS within a time span no longer than 24 hours. For this reason, each group can be thought to be representative of a specific section of the LCS for a given day and, thus, is used to characterize its associated water masses and quantify their volume transport.

LCS and the associated hyperbolic points (the intersections of repelling and attracting structures) are powerful diagnostics for the investigation of ocean dynamics, as they provide direct information on transport and mixing patterns [Haller and Yuan, 2000; d’Ovidio et al., 2004]. A water volume is stretched away from a repelling LCS while moving toward an hyperbolic point, whereas it is compressed toward an attracting LCS (which thus represents a
### Table 1.

List of the 12 collected cross-front transects. The transects were clustered in 4 groups according to their location relative to the *in-situ* LCS and time of acquirement. The marks correspond to the ones used in Figures 2 and 4 to indicate the starting and ending positions of each transect. Start and end times are expressed in local time (+2 GMT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Transect</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>End Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 Sep</td>
<td>23:52</td>
<td>11 Sep</td>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>X-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11 Sep</td>
<td>5:04</td>
<td>11 Sep</td>
<td>10:13</td>
<td>O-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14 Sep</td>
<td>12:56</td>
<td>14 Sep</td>
<td>18:32</td>
<td>X-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14 Sep</td>
<td>20:09</td>
<td>14 Sep</td>
<td>23:20</td>
<td>+□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15 Sep</td>
<td>2:41</td>
<td>15 Sep</td>
<td>5:25</td>
<td>O-□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17 Sep</td>
<td>9:06</td>
<td>17 Sep</td>
<td>14:13</td>
<td>X-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17 Sep</td>
<td>18:52</td>
<td>17 Sep</td>
<td>22:07</td>
<td>+□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17 Sep</td>
<td>22:12</td>
<td>18 Sep</td>
<td>1:25</td>
<td>□-+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20 Sep</td>
<td>18:18</td>
<td>20 Sep</td>
<td>20:53</td>
<td>X-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21 Sep</td>
<td>2:40</td>
<td>21 Sep</td>
<td>5:12</td>
<td>O-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>21 Sep</td>
<td>5:30</td>
<td>21 Sep</td>
<td>7:47</td>
<td>X-O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22 Sep</td>
<td>0:40</td>
<td>22 Sep</td>
<td>2:43</td>
<td>X-+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. Position of the transects from the four groups in Table 1 relative to the reconstructed in-situ LCS from Nencioli et al. [2011]. (Left) Transects from group A and B (orange and violet, respectively) and LCS from the Lyap01 drifter trajectories from 12 to 14 September. (Right) Transects from group C and D (green and magenta, respectively) and LCS from the Lyap02 drifter trajectories from 18 to 20 September. Because of the westward translation of the LCS, and the time difference between transect collection and LCS reconstruction, the relative position of the transects with respect of the LCS is only approximative.

transport barrier) while moving away from an hyperbolic point [Olascoaga et al., 2006; Lehahn et al., 2007].

The in-situ attracting and repelling LCS were reconstructed from the dispersion patterns of drifters arrays which moved from the GoL continental shelf to the open NW Mediterranean and vice-versa (bottom right panel of Figure 1). Therefore, they extended from inshore to off-shore the continental slope, marking transport patterns of waters outflowing from and inflowing into the GoL. Since during Late10 the flow was approximately horizontally non-divergent (see Section 3.1), the transport of a water volume along a LCS tangle was approximately conserved for different sections across the structures. On the basis of this assumption, it was possible to quantify the cross-shelf exchanges from and into the GoL from a series of transects across the attracting LCS, even if these were not collected along the GoL boundary (i.e. the continental slope; Figure 2). The attracting LCS was associated with the thermal front separating coastal from open NW Mediterranean waters. For this reason, its southern portion was already identified by Nencioli et al. [2011] as the outer boundary of a corridor along which coastal waters escaped the GoL.

The south-western quadrant of the LCS tangle was characterized by the flow of GoL shelf waters that, after having moved eastward (along the western repelling LCS) towards the hyperbolic point at the outer-edge of the shelf-break, definitively escaped the GoL to the South.
(Figure 1). Thus, the first three groups of transects (A to C) collected across the southern attracting LCS east of Cape Creus from 10 to 17 September, have been used to estimate the outflow (i.e. southward flux) of GoL shelf waters associated with the front. On the other hand, the north-eastern quadrant was characterized by the flow of open sea waters that, after having moved westward along the outer edge of the continental slope (along the eastern repelling LCS), were deflected to the north as they approached the hyperbolic point, intruding into the continental shelf [see Nencioli et al., 2011, for further details]. Thus, the transects of group D, collected along the northern attracting LCS, have been used to quantify the along-front inflow (i.e. northward flux) of open sea waters into the GoL.

2.3 Volume transport equation

Cross-shelf fluxes have been computed along the cross-front transects in Table 1 based on a discretized form of the volume transport equation. For a given transect \(tr\), the volume transport \(V_T^{tr}\) is defined by the integral

\[
V_T^{tr} = \int_{l_{ini}}^{l_{end}} \int_{z_{ini}}^{z_{end}} (u_{tr}(l, z) \cdot \hat{n}) \, dl \, dz
\]

The unit vector \(\hat{n}\) defines the direction along which \(V_T^{tr}\) is computed, so that \(l\) is the distance along the transect projected on the orthogonal direction to \(\hat{n}\); \(z\) is the depth; \(u_{tr}(l, z)\) is the horizontal velocity vector at a given distance and depth along the transect. In order to compute \(V_T^{tr}\) from Equation 1, the direction \(\hat{n}\) and the integral limits \(l_{ini}, l_{end}\) (along-transect distance) and \(z_{ini}, z_{end}\) (depth) had to be defined.

The position of the in-situ LCS indicated an almost meridional orientation of the attracting structures (i.e. from NNE-SSW orientation for Lyap01 to N-S for Lyap02, Figure 2) [Nencioli et al., 2013]. Because of that, \(\hat{n}\) was chosen as the unit vector pointing towards the North, so that cross-shelf fluxes have been computed along the north-south direction (potential errors associated with this choice are included in the error analysis in Appendix A). Following this orientation, \(l\) becomes the longitudinal distance and \(u_{tr}(l, z)\cdot\hat{n}\) the meridional velocity component \(v_{tr}\) along each transect. Thus, positive and negative values of \(V_T^{tr}\) indicate inflow to, and outflow from the GoL continental shelf, respectively.

It is important to remark that, to derive \(V_T^{tr}\) based on ship-based ADCP velocities (as in this study), the observed values of \(v_{tr}\) cannot always be directly applied to equation 1. Ship-based ADCP velocities are an instantaneous measurement and, as such, they include the contribution of periodic motions such as tidal and near-inertial currents. Because of that, they are
not always representative of the mean transport [Petrenko et al., 2005]. In particular, observations collected when the periodic components are in (out of) phase with the mean background currents result in stronger (weaker) instantaneous velocities. In cases when the periodic motions are stronger than the mean background currents, the direction of the instantaneous velocities can even be opposite to the direction of the mean transport. Evaluating the presence and the magnitude of such motions, and removing their contribution from the instantaneous ADCP velocities, is therefore a key step for obtaining accurate estimates of cross-shelf exchanges from ship-based observations.

While the GoL is characterized by a weak tidal regime, NIO are a prominent feature of its dynamics: they are excited by the strong winds associated with the frequent events of Mistral or Tramontane and characterized by an inertial period of ~ 17.5 h [Millot and Crépon, 1981]. Indeed, as shown by Nencioli et al. [2011], NIO were present in the western GoL during the Latex10 campaign. As described in more detail in Section 3.3, their magnitude has been retrieved from Lagrangian observations, and (when possible) their contribution removed from the instantaneous ADCP velocities. The resulting corrected meridional component $\tilde{v}_{tr}$ has been used in equation 1 to compute $VT_{tr}$.

As this analysis is based on observations within the first few tens of meters of the water column, the computed along-front cross-shelf exchanges correspond to the outflow of GoL shelf waters and the inflow of open NW Mediterranean ones within the upper mixed layer. Therefore, the along-transect integration limits $l_{ini}$ and $l_{end}$ were defined based on the presence of these surface waters along each transect (the identification and characterization of the different water masses are described in Section 3.2), while the depth integration limits $z_{ini}$ and $z_{end}$ were defined as the sea surface and the depth of the upper mixed layer, respectively. The lack of systematic cross-front vertical observations made it particularly challenging to accurately identify the variation of $z_{end}$ along the various transects and for the different water masses. Nonetheless, 21 CTD casts were collected at various locations in the western GoL throughout the campaign (see supporting information Figure 1). Vertical profiles of temperature were used to estimate the mixed layer depth (hereafter MLD) at each cast. Following de Boyer Montégut et al. [2004], the MLD was defined as the depth at which temperature decreased by 0.2 °C with respect to the one at 10 m. Its average value was 22.8 m with a standard deviation of 4.8 m. Since the MLD variability did not show any strong temporal or spatial (i.e. distance of the CTD cast from the front axis) trends, $z_{end}$ was set to the average MLD. The standard deviation was used in the error analysis in Appendix A.
Finally, the vertical integration of Equation 1 requires knowledge of the distribution of the corrected $v_{tr}$ with depth. Observations from the first ADCP bin at 11 m revealed to be too noisy, and hence unreliable. Thus, on average, velocity measurements in the upper mixed layer are available at 15, 19 and 23 m depth. Because of this limitation, we decided to compute $VT_{tr}$ by simply integrating from the sea surface to $z_{end}$ the corrected meridional velocity component at 15 m depth $\tilde{v}_{tr,15}$. This is the same depth at which the drifter-based NIO used for correcting the instantaneous observations have been estimated. Furthermore, in doing so, we also implied that horizontal velocities were characterized by little vertical variations in the upper mixed layer. Direct comparison of the velocities observed between 15 and 23 m depth supported this assumption (see supporting information Figure 2).

Based on the above assumptions, Equation 1 was discretized as

$$VT_{tr} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (VT_{tr})_i$$

(2)

where $n$ is the number of along-transect observations associated with a given water mass and $(VT_{tr})_i$ the cross-shelf volume transport associated with a single velocity observation defined as

$$(VT_{tr})_i = (\tilde{v}_{tr,15})_i (\Delta l)_i \Delta z$$

(3)

where $\Delta l$ is the distance (computed as central difference) between successive observations (at a cruise speed of $\sim$8 knots and with a frequency of acquisition of one measurement per minute, $\Delta l$ is roughly 250 m along zonal sections); and $\Delta z$ is the integration depth, set to a constant value of 25 m. Equation 2 has been used to estimate the along-front cross-shelf fluxes in Section 3.4.

3 Results

3.1 Origin and Characteristics of the Latex10 Front

The development of the Latex10 front has been characterized from the combined analysis of AVHRR pseudo-SST imagery and Lagrangian drifter trajectories. Figure 3 shows a sequence of successive maps of pseudo-SST from 29 August to 11 September. The map for 14 September is shown in Figure 1. Due to cloud coverage, no other images are available in the region during the Latex10 cruise. Available drifter trajectories within 1.5 days before and 1.5 days after the date of each image are superimposed to the pseudo-SST maps. The three drifters deployed before 3 September (indicated by squares in Figure 3) were tethered to 50 m drogues.
Figure 3. Successive maps of pseudo-SST. Superimposed in black are the drifter positions within 36 hours before and after each image was taken (reported on top of each plot). The buoys with 50 m drogues are indicated by squares, whereas the ones with 15 m drogues are indicated by circles (only present in the bottom right panel). U, C and O labels identify upwelled, continental-shelf and open NW Mediterranean waters, respectively. The larger squares/circles indicate the final positions of each drifter.

The nine drifters launched over the western part of the GoL continental shelf on 12 September (indicated by circles in Figures 1 and 3) were tethered to 15 m drogues. They correspond to the Lyap01 drifter array deployment.

The map of 29 August (Figure 3, top left) shows the presence of a series of patches of cold water along the eastern coastline of the GoL. During Latex10, no in-situ observations were collected in the eastern part of the GoL. However, given their location and the presence of strong Mistral conditions at the end of August 2010, these patches most likely originated from coastal upwelling, a common process for those areas [Millot, 1979]. For simplicity of notation, these upwelled waters from the eastern GoL are hereafter called “U waters”.
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By the beginning of September, part of the U waters were displaced to the west by an intrusion of warmer open NW Mediterranean waters (hereafter “O waters”) coming from the Ligurian basin, east of the GoL (Figure 3, top right). Within the following two weeks, both U and O waters were further advected to the west along the continental slope (Figure 3, bottom). The three 50 m drifters deployed at the eastern boundary of the GoL (black squares) show analogous along-slope trajectories, suggesting that the westward advection was not limited to the surface layer, but extended down to at least 50 m depth. The trajectories of the Lyap01 drifters indicate that, during the same weeks, waters in the western part of the continental shelf (colder than O waters but warmer than the U waters; hereafter “C waters”) were advected southward, out of the GoL (Figure 1, bottom left). The convergence of the three different water masses (U, O and C) northeast of Cape Creus (3°20′E, 42°20′N) led to the formation of the front observed during Latex10. After 14 September, the dispersion patterns of the Lyap02 drifter array (Figure 4, Groups C and D) indicate that the front axis migrated to the west and extended further to the north with respect to Figure 1, following the intrusion of O waters into the continental shelf.

The temporal evolution of the surface temperature (Figure 3) and the subsequent formation of the thermal front shown in Figure 1 are driven primarily by the horizontal advection of water masses with different temperature signatures. On the north-eastern side of the GoL, the temporal coherence between the drifters at 50 m and U waters at the surface suggests that the westward movement of U waters from Aug 29 - Sep 11 (Figure 3) was due primarily to advection by the nearly geostrophic NC along the slope [Nencioli et al., 2013]. On the south-western side of the Gulf, the consistency between the southward motion of drifters at 15 m in C waters (Figures 1 and 3), and the modelled Ekman flow (see supporting information Figures 3 and 4) suggests that the southward movement of C water was due primarily to advection by the Ekman flow. In particular, two intense northeasterly wind events (discussed in Section 3.3) occurred during the first two weeks of September. For those events, the 15 m depth Ekman currents were reconstructed based on the winds from the weather-forecast model AL-ADIN provided by Météo-France (0.1° spatial and 3-h temporal resolution [Hu et al., 2009]) and the approach in Liu et al. [2014] (analogous results were obtained using the equations from Ralph and Niiler [1999], also applied to Lagrangian drifter analysis in Lumpkin and Garzoli [2005]). Thus, the front formation was mainly driven by the stirring induced by the interaction between wind-induced and large-scale (i.e. the NC) circulation [Nencioli et al., 2013].
Figure 4. (Caption on the next page).
Figure 4. Hydrographical and dynamical characteristics of the four transect groups (A to D) used to compute cross-shelf exchanges from 9 to 21 September. Each row corresponds to a different group. (left column) Sea surface temperature recorded by the ship thermosalinograph (color), 15 m depth ADCP velocities (grey vectors) and drifter trajectories 24 hours before and after the transect was collected (black, as in Figure 3). For groups B and D, the velocity vectors are from the corrected velocities $\tilde{u}_{tr}$,15. In each figure, only the data from the first transect are shown. The positions of the other transects of the group are indicated in magenta. (center column) Same as left column but for sea surface salinity. (right column) TS diagrams of the data from left and center columns. Each measurement is color coded according to its longitude to provide a reference of its location along the transect. Data collected from the other transects of the same group are shown in gray. Markers in magenta indicate the extremes of each transect, as in the figures in the center and left columns. The extremes of group A (top row) have SST values of $\sim 22.8^\circ$C, above the axis limit, and thus are not shown. The gap in TS data in group C (third row) is due to ship operations (i.e. CTD profiling) during which the thermosalinograph was turned off (see also Figure 11). The dotted lines indicate the temperature and salinity limits that identify the upwelled (U), the continental shelf (C) and the open NW Mediterranean (O) waters. The limits of open waters (O') in group D (fourth row) are adjusted to lower values due to a general decrease in SST and SSS induced by a storm event affecting the entire western part of the GoL between 18 and 19 September. The same limits were used in Figures 9 to 12 to identify regions of inflow and outflow of those waters across the various transects and to derive the cross-shelf exchanges.

The horizontal circulation associated with the front was characterized by the southward flow of U and C waters and the northward flow of O waters. Both U and C waters originated within the GoL (in the eastern and western part, respectively). By moving south along the front, they permanently escaped the GoL towards the Catalan basin. Therefore, their southward flow corresponds to the outflow of shelf waters from the GoL discussed in Section 2.2. On the other hand, the northward intrusion of O waters (originated from the Ligurian basin) northeast of Cape Creus corresponds to the inflow of open sea waters into the GoL. These represented the two main contributions to the cross-shelf exchanges associated with the front that were observed and quantified during Latex10.

Analysis of the thermohaline characteristics of the front evidences that for Groups A and B the cross-front transitions between the different water masses were characterized by density gradients (see the TS plots in Figure 4 and supporting information Figure 5). In particular, the gradients were quite sharp between U and outer shelf waters ($> 0.4$ kg m$^{-3}$ per 4
km) but slightly less pronounced between U and continental shelf waters (\( \sim 0.2 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \) per 8 km). On the other hand, for Groups C and D, when only C and O waters were observed in the sections, the front became mostly compensated: the horizontal gradient of temperature was balanced by the salinity gradient, so that the resulting cross-front density profile was almost constant. The distribution of the vorticity Rossby number \( (R_0 = \zeta/f, \text{ with } \zeta \text{ the vertical component of relative vorticity and } f \text{ the Coriolis parameter}) \) computed along the cross-front transects shows predominant values smaller than \( O(1) \), with occasional maxima around \( O(1) \) (see supporting information Figure 6). As in Klymak et al. [2016], \( \zeta \) was assumed to be dominated by the contribution of the cross-front gradient of the along-front velocity. Following Shcherbina et al. [2013], the along-front spatial derivatives were computed at a given point as the slope of the linear function fitted to the velocity observations within a certain searching radius around the point. The searching radius was set to 800 m, so that 7 points were usually used for the fitting.

Although the Latex10 front may have been associated with a surface intensified geostrophic flow and stronger vertical velocities where the horizontal density gradient and relative vertical vorticity were large, we do not explicitly explore the role of the local frontal dynamics [e.g. Thomas et al., 2008] in driving the cross-shelf exchange in this manuscript. Instead, we use the thermohaline gradient associated with the front as a diagnostic indicator of the spatio-temporal structure of the larger scale and largely horizontal geostrophic and Ekman flows that form the front. The implicit assumption is that the horizontal advection by these large scale flows is driving the temporal evolution of surface temperature [Nencioli et al., 2013] as well as the cross shelf exchange that we observe, and that the local frontal dynamics is not crucial to the evolution of either of the two. An exploration of this hypothesis is beyond the scope of the present work and probably beyond the reach of these particular observations.

### 3.2 TS Signature of the Exchanged Waters

In this section, the SST and SSS signatures of U, C and O water masses are defined through the combined analysis of AVHRR pseudo-SST imagery, Lagrangian drifter trajectories and ship-based in-situ observations. Pseudo-SST provides an indication of the temperature contrast between the different masses, while drifter trajectories indicate their horizontal movement. Both sets of measurements are used to identify the water masses crossed by each group of transects. From thermosalinograph observations, U, C and O waters emerge as distinct clusters around specific TS values (Figure 5). Along each transect, these are separated by relatively sharp gra-
Figure 5. Histograms of TS observations for Groups A to C (left) and for Group D (right). The observations are binned every 0.025 psu and 0.125°C, respectively. As in Figure 4, the dashed lines mark the identified SST and SSS thresholds separating the clusters of observations associated with U, C and O waters. Group D is shown separately due to the modifications in the surface TS signatures following the storm event between 18 and 19 September.
Group B (Figure 4, second row) includes three transects collected between 14 and 15 September. As opposed to group A, the transects were not all performed along the same tracks. Nonetheless, as evidenced by the TS diagram for group B in Figure 4, they all show similar hydrographical and dynamical characteristics (see also Section 3.4), further supporting the clustering adopted in Section 2.2. Like in group A, the southward flow region is still characterized by the presence of U waters with temperature $< 19.5^\circ$C and salinity $< 38.1$ psu (between $3^\circ45'E$ and $3^\circ50'E$). As indicated by the Lyap01 drifter trajectories (black circles), U waters are bounded to the West by warmer and saltier waters flowing southward off the continental shelf. These correspond to C waters, characterized by temperature between 19.5 and $20.1^\circ$C, and salinity between 37.85 and 38.1 psu (group B TS plot in Figure 4). The C waters are found along the whole western part of the transect, from offshore the continental slope to the coast north of Cape Creus. On the eastern side of the transect, U waters are still bounded by warmer and saltier waters. However, these are colder and slightly saltier than the waters found east of the front in group A. Trajectories of the 50 m drifters (black squares) suggest that they correspond to the O waters advected from the eastern GoL by the NC. Thus, O waters were characterized by temperature $> 20.1^\circ$C and salinity $> 38.1$ psu (Group B TS plot in Figure 4). This distribution of water masses along the transects of group B is consistent with the pseudo-SST imagery for the same day (Figure 1, bottom left).

Group C (Figure 4, third row) includes three transects collected between 17 and 18 September along tracks similar to the ones group B followed a few days before. The five drifter trajectories across the continental slope northeast of Cape Creus (black circles) correspond to the Lyap02 array deployed on 18 September. Thermosalinograph observations indicate the absence of U waters along the transects. Therefore, the front was characterized by the direct transition from C waters (between $3^\circ30'E$ and $3^\circ43'E$) to O waters (east of $3^\circ43'E$). The western part of the transect evidences a gradual transition from C waters to less saline waters ($< 37.85$ psu) over the continental shelf [referred to as littoral waters, L, in Nencioli et al., 2013].

Group D (Figure 4, bottom row) includes four zonal transects over the continental shelf at $42^\circ50'N$. These were collected between 20 and 22 September. Drifters trajectories show that between 18 and 22 September three of the Lyap02 drifters were advected from south to north into the GoL. Ship-based SST and SSS observations confirm that those trajectories are associated with the intrusion of warmer and saltier O waters from the continental slope into the shelf (between $3^\circ40'E$ and $3^\circ50'E$). The TS plot for group D in Figure 4 evidences the presence of these waters in all four transects of group D. However, their signature is character-
ized by lower TS values than in groups B and C. This is consistent with Nencioli et al. [2013], who observed a decrease in both temperature (~0.5°C) and salinity (~0.05 psu) of O waters after 20 September, due to strong wind and intense rain conditions in the western part of the GoL between 18 and 19 September. Because of such modifications, the intruding waters are re-labelled O' and their temperature and salinity thresholds lowered to > 19.6°C and > 38.05 psu, respectively. Other water masses were present over the continental shelf on September 20. However, due to the lack of cloud-free pseudo-SST imagery and drifter trajectories in the western part of the continental shelf, their origin and contribution to the cross-shelf exchanges cannot be reliably evaluated.

The identified SST and SSS thresholds for the three water masses will be used in Section 3.4 to define the integration limits $l_{ini}$ and $l_{end}$ from equation 2. Observations from groups A to C will be then used to quantify the southward fluxes of U and C waters, while observations from group D to quantify the northward flux of O waters.

### 3.3 Near-Inertial Oscillations

As already discussed in Section 2.3, the western part of the GoL was characterized by strong NIO at the time of the Latex10 campaign. Because of that, our analysis included corrections to remove the contribution of their components from the instantaneous ADCP observations in order to obtain more reliable estimates of cross-shelf fluxes from equation 2.

A first indication of NIO can be inferred by the anti-cyclonic (i.e. clockwise) spirals characterizing the Lyap01 and Lyap02 drifter trajectories in Figure 4 (panels from groups B and D, respectively). Along-track ADCP observations also indicate their presence. However quantifying the magnitude of NIO velocity components directly from those measurements is particularly challenging. Ship-based observations include both spatial and temporal variability and the two are often hard to untangle. Some methods have been proposed in the past to separate the NIO components from the signal of large-scale circulation [e.g. Chereskin et al., 1989; Garcia Gorriz et al., 2003; Petrenko et al., 2008]. However, they cannot be reliably applied to the Latex10 observations, since they focused on processes characterized by shorter and faster scales of variability. For instance, the shorter transects (in both space and time) compared to studies focusing on larger-scale dynamical features made techniques based on repeated transects unsuitable. A possible alternative is to use velocity time-series at fixed locations. Three ADCP moorings were operative in the western part of the GoL at the time of the Latex10 campaign.
**Figure 6.** (left) Trajectory of one of the Lyap02 drifters from 18 to 24 September. In grey is the original trajectory, while in blue is the trajectory smoothed with a 17.5 hour moving averaging. The larger circle marks the final position of the drifter on 24 September. (right) Time series of the u- (top) and v-component of velocity (bottom) obtained by finite differencing the drifter trajectory. In grey are the total velocities $u_{\text{drift}}$ and in blue the 17.5 hour moving averaged components $\langle u_{\text{drift}} \rangle$. The NIO components $u_{\text{NIO}}$ (in red) are obtained as difference between the two.

However, their positions were too close to the coast north of Cape Creus, so that they are of limited use for correcting the ship-based velocities collected across the continental shelf margin. For these reasons, in this study, the velocity components associated with NIO have been quantified from Lagrangian drifter trajectories. Here, we use one of the Lyap02 drifters as an example to illustrate the concepts at the basis of the analysis. The same procedure has been applied to the rest of the Lyap01 and Lyap02 drifters. Since the goal is to estimate the NIO components in the GoL, only the portion of each drifter trajectory north of $42^\circ 10'$ is included in the analysis.

The trajectory of the central drifter of the Lyap02 array is shown in Figure 6, left (grey line). It is characterized by several clockwise loops, which, as already remarked, indicate the presence of strong NIO. Drifter-based velocities $u_{\text{drift}}$ were computed by finite differencing successive drifter positions [e.g. Poulain et al., 2012]. Zonal and meridional components are shown in Figure 6, top and bottom right, respectively (grey lines). Between 20 to 23 September, both time-series evidence large oscillations superimposed to a slowly varying mean. As expected, the oscillations of the two components are out of phase of $90^\circ$, with positive meridional components preceding positive zonal ones. Their period is $\sim 17.5$ hours (resulting in almost 3 complete oscillations every 2 days), consistent with the local inertial period.
Following Haza et al. [2008], the mean velocity components \( \langle u_{drift} \rangle \) were retrieved by applying a moving average based on a Gaussian window with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 17.5 hours. The signal associated with NIO represented the dominant contribution of the residuals components, which were computed as the difference between original and averaged values, \( u_{NIO} = u_{drift} - \langle u_{drift} \rangle \). The analysis was also repeated with a 36-hour window (corresponding to two inertial cycles) providing identical results. Mean and residual components are showed in Figure 6, right (blue and red lines, respectively). As also evidenced by the reconstructed mean trajectory (blue curve in Figure 6, left), \( \langle u_{drift} \rangle \) indicates an initial along-slope, southwestern transport, which turned and remained northward (i.e. positive meridional component) after the end of 19 September. During the same period, the \( u_{NIO} \) components are characterized by amplitudes between 0.1 to 0.2 m s\(^{-1}\), the same order of magnitude as the mean meridional velocities, and much larger in the case of the zonal component. Because of that, despite the northward mean transport, instantaneous velocities were characterized by negative meridional velocities in several occasions after 20 September.

The \( u_{NIO} \) components from all the drifters used in the analysis are shown in the top two panels of Figure 7 (grey dots). The time series include two clusters of observations corresponding to the Lyap01 and Lyap02 deployments. The Lyap01 array included nine drifters deployed on 11 September in the western part of the GoL (Figure 4, top row). After 15 September, five of the drifters were recovered. Within the next days, all the others escaped the GoL south of 42°10’. Hence, the time series include observations from a progressively reduced number of drifters with no drifters operative from the afternoon of 17 to 18 September. In the morning of 18 September, the five drifters of the Lyap02 array were deployed across the continental slope (Figure 4, bottom row). These remained in the western GoL until the end of the Latex10 campaign on 24 September.

The time series of the mean \( u_{NIO} \) components \( \langle u_{NIO} \rangle \) were computed by hourly averaging the drifter observations (red lines in Figure 7). These indicate the presence of strong NIO (amplitude > 0.1 m s\(^{-1}\)) in the western part of the GoL in two occasions: between 13 and 16 September; and from midday of 19 September to 23 September. Comparison with the 30-minute averaged wind observations from the R/V Le Suroît evidences that in both occasions the velocity oscillations occurred after events of strong Mistral/Tramontane winds (Figure 7, bottom two panels). Following Hu et al. [2011b], these are identified by wind speed > 15 knots and directions between −90° and 0° N. Three of such events occurred between 9 and 11, between 12 and 15 and between 18 and 20 September. The magnitude of the Ekman currents
Figure 7. (top) Time series of average NIO velocities $\langle u_{NIO} \rangle$ (in red) from 9 to 24 September. The velocities were computed by hourly averaging the NIO velocities $u_{NIO}$ (grey dots) derived from all the available drifters. The red-filled contour marks the one standard deviation confidence interval $\langle u_{NIO} \rangle \pm \sigma_{NIO}$. The two gaps from 9 to 11 September and from 17 to 18 September correspond to periods when no drifters were operative in the western GoL. (bottom) Time series of the 30 min-averaged wind speed and direction recorded from the RV Le Suroît for the same period.
resulting from these strong wind events is of the same order of the reconstructed $u_{NIO}$ (see supporting information Figure 4). This further supports our interpretation of the observed velocity oscillations in terms of NIO. As described in Section 3.1, the first wind event forced the Ekman flow responsible for the initial southward displacement of C waters (Figure 1, bottom left).

The reconstructed NIO time series were used to correct the instantaneous ADCP observations and retrieve the values of the background velocities. First, $\langle u_{NIO} \rangle$ was linearly interpolated in time to match ADCP observations. Then, at any given time, background velocities were simply computed as the difference between ADCP and the corresponding NIO component, $\bar{u}_{tr} = u_{tr} - \langle u_{NIO} \rangle$ (note that this way, signatures from high-frequency processes were also removed from the background velocity). As $\langle u_{NIO} \rangle$ is derived from drifter trajectories very close to the various transects, this correction is expected to be relatively accurate. Nonetheless, it might introduce uncertainties related to the spatial variations of NIO [for instance through their interaction with small-scale dynamics; e.g. Weller, 1982; Klein and Hua, 1988]. To account for the impact of such uncertainties on the precision of our volume transport estimates, $\sigma_{NIO}$ (the standard deviation of $\langle u_{NIO} \rangle$) has been included in the error analysis presented in Appendix A.

As an example, Figure 8 shows the impact of such correction on the 15 m depth ADCP velocities collected along transects D2 and D3 from group D (see position of the transect in Figure 4, bottom row). Transect D2 was collected from west to east, and transect D3 in the opposite direction, both in the morning of 21 September. Instantaneous ADCP velocities are shown in the top panel. From the beginning of transect D2 to the end of transect D3, the vectors are clearly characterized by a clockwise rotation with time. Their zonal component progressively decreases until eventually shifting sign. At the same time, their meridional component reaches its maximum magnitude ($\sim 0.2 \text{ m s}^{-1}$), before gradually decreasing again. Both variations are consistent with the phase of the NIO components in Figure 7. On the other hand, the corrected velocity vectors (bottom panel) show a better coherence between the two transects. Furthermore, the largest meridional components are sensibly reduced to $\sim 0.1 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, consistent with the averaged velocities retrieved for the same period from the Lyap02 drifter trajectories (Figure 6, right).

Due to the gaps in the mean residual time series, only instantaneous ADCP velocities from groups B and D could be corrected. Groups A and C were collected at the beginning of
Figure 8. (top) Vectors of the instantaneous ADCP velocities $u_{tr}$ for two successive transects (in red and blue, respectively) from group D (see transect position in Figure 4, bottom row). The beginning and the end of each transect are marked by a cross and a circle, respectively. Transect D2 was collected from west to east, whereas transect D3 from east to west. ADCP vectors are plotted one every four. (bottom) Corrected velocity vectors $\tilde{u}_{tr}$ for the same transects obtained by subtracting the NIO components from Figure 7 from the instantaneous ADCP measurements.
11 September and between 17 and 18 September, respectively, when no drifters observations
were available in the western GoL. The implications for the quantification of the along-front
cross-shelf fluxes associated with those groups are discussed in more detail in the next Sec-
tion.

3.4 Cross-shelf Exchanges

3.4.1 Identification of the exchanged waters along the transects

Figures 9 to 12 show the portion of the first transect of groups A to D within which the
different water masses described in Section 3.2 have been detected. These have been identi-
fied from the observations of surface temperature and salinity (top and middle panels) using
the thresholds defined in Section 3.2. The 15-m depth meridional components of the ADCP
velocities (corrected for NIO in case of groups B and D; bottom panels) were also included
as an identification criteria to further distinguish outflowing GoL shelf waters (U and C) and
inflowing open NW Mediterranean waters (C).

The outflow of GoL shelf waters within group A transects included U waters only. These
are identified by SST < 19.5°C, SSS < 38.1 psu and negative meridional velocities (Figure 9).
Such outflow occupied a large portion of each transect (from ~3.7 to beyond 4°E for the first
one; from ~3.75 for the second one). West of 3.7°E, the transect indicates an outflow of wa-
ters with characteristics similar to C waters (SST < 20.1°C, SSS < 38.1 psu). However, with-
out nearby drifter trajectories and clear signature from pseudo-SST imagery, their origin can-
ot be accurately determined. To avoid overestimating the outflow from the continental shelf,
we preferred not to include them in the computation of cross-shelf exchanges. For the same
reason, the filament of warmer waters observed between 3.9 and 3.95°E was also excluded
(see also Figure 13). As explained in Section 3.3, ADCP meridional velocities from group A
could not be corrected for NIO, due to the lack of Lagrangian observations before the after-
noon of 11 September. The instantaneous meridional velocities are characterized by the high-
est values (~ 0.5 m s⁻¹) among all groups, as well as by the largest variations between suc-
cessive transects, despite the two being collected back and forth along the same track (Fig-
ure 9, bottom). Since the wind time series from Figure 7 suggests the possibility of strong NIO
at the time of group A observations, it is likely that such variations were the direct result of
the change of phase of NIO while the two transects were collected. Indeed, the successive pas-
sages over transects A1 and A2 spanned roughly 10 and a half hours, ~ 60% of the local in-
Figure 9. (top) Surface temperature, (middle) surface salinity and (bottom) 15-m meridional velocity component for group A (Figure 4, top row). Two successive transects were collected. As in Figure 4, the first one is in color, the other in grey. The gray area marks the portion of the first transect along which the upwelled (U) waters escaped the GoL. It is identified by SST and SSS values below the limits of Figure 4, 19.5° and 38.1 psu respectively (dashed lines), and by negative meridional velocities. The eastern boundary of the gray area marks the front between U waters and the warmer central NW Mediterranean waters. Waters between 3.9 and 3.95°E, characterized by higher SST than U, were not included in the computation of the total exchanges (see Figure 13). ADCP velocities were not corrected for NIO. The confidence interval $v_{A,15} \pm \delta v_A$ (defined in Appendix A) for the first transect of the group is marked in light-green.
Figure 10. Same as Figure 9, but for group B (Figure 4, second row). A total of 3 transects were collected. The gray shaded area indicates the portion of outflowing upwelled (U) and continental shelf (C) waters within the first transect. It is identified by SST $< 20.1^\circ$C, SSS $< 38.1$ psu respectively (dashed lines), and by negative meridional velocities. The eastern boundary of the gray area marks the front between C+U and O waters. ADCP velocities were corrected for NIO. The confidence interval $\tilde{v}_{B,15} \pm \delta v_B$ (defined in Appendix A) for the first transect of the group is marked in light-green.

As such, velocity errors for these transects are assumed of the same order as the NIO-components, rather than $\sigma_{NIO}$ (see Appendix A).

Group B transects were characterized by an outflow of combined U and C waters, identified by SST $< 20.1^\circ$C, SSS $< 38.1$ psu and negative meridional velocities (Figure 10). The portion of the transects occupied by the outflow had a similar width as in group A, but its position was shifted to the West. C waters extended from around 3.5 to 3.7°E, where U waters appeared. These extended to 3.8°E in the first transect, and around 3.9°E in the other two. Despite the large NIO observed at the time of group B, the corrected meridional velocities show more consistency between successive transects than the instantaneous velocities from group A (Figure 10, bottom). This further supports the importance of NIO corrections for retrieving reliable estimates of the background flow leading to more accurate quantifications of the cross-shelf fluxes.

As opposed to the previous two groups, the outflow of GoL shelf waters from group C transects was not characterized by U waters, but by C waters only. Like in group B, it is iden-
Figure 11. Same as Figure 9, but for group C (Figure 4, third row). A total of 3 transects were collected. The gray shaded area indicates the portion of outflowing continental shelf (C) waters within the first transect. It is identified by SST and below 20.1° and 38.1 psu respectively (dashed lines), and by negative meridional velocities. The eastern boundary of the gray area marks the front between C and O waters. ADCP velocities were not corrected for NIO. The confidence interval $v_{C,15}$ (defined in Appendix A) for the first transect of the group is marked in light-green. The data gap along the first transect is due to ship operations (i.e. CTD profiling) during which the thermostalinograph was turned off. ADCP velocities were also discarded, as their accuracy dropped significantly while the vessel maintained a fixed position.

Characterized by SST $< 20.1^\circ$C, SSS $< 38.1$ psu and negative meridional velocities (note that south-flowing waters from Group C are always characterized by SST $> 19.5^\circ$C and SSS $> 37.85$ psu, the two lower thresholds for C waters; Figure 11). The outflow of C waters occupied a similar portion as in group B, extending from 3.5° to 3.7°E in the first transect, and to around 3.8°E in the others. As for group A, the meridional velocities could not be corrected for NIO (Figure 11, bottom). Nonetheless, velocities from successive transects show a consistency analogous to that observed for the corrected velocities from group B. This is not entirely surprising, since the Lagrangian observations from 17 to 18 September suggest much weaker NIO ($\sim 0.05$ m $s^{-1}$) at the time of group C than for the previous two groups. For this reason, velocity errors for these transects were assumed to be of the same order as the instrument precision (see Appendix A).
Figure 12. Same as Figure 9, but for group D (Figure 4, last row). A total of 4 transects were collected. The gray shaded area indicates the portion of inflowing open NW Mediterranean (O’) waters within the first transect. It is identified by SST and SSS values above 20.1°C and 38.1 psu respectively (dashed lines), and by positive meridional velocities. The western boundary of the gray area marks the front between C and O waters. ADCP velocities were corrected for NIO. The confidence interval $\tilde{v}_{D,15}$ (defined in Appendix A) for the first transect of the group is marked in light-green.

Finally, group D transects are characterized by the northward flow of O’ waters (O waters modified by the storm events between 18 and 19 September), identified by SST > 19.6°C, SSS > 38.05 psu and positive meridional velocities (Figure 12). As such, group D is the only group from which it is possible to estimate the inflow of open NW Mediterranean waters into the GoL continental shelf. Compared to the outflows from the other groups, the inflow occupies a more limited longitudinal portion: for all four transects of group D, it extends from 3.7 to slightly beyond 3.8°E. As for group B, the velocities from group D were corrected for NIO. The corrected meridional components show again good consistency between successive transects despite the presence of NIO of the same order of magnitude as the mean background velocities (between 0.1 and 0.2 m s$^{-1}$) at the time of observations (Figure 12, bottom).

3.4.2 Quantification of group volume transports and total cross-shelf exchanges

The distribution of $(VT_{tr})_i$ (the cross-shelf volume transport associated with a single observation defined in equation 3) for each transect from groups A to D is shown in Figure 13.
Figure 13. Distribution of the cross-section fluxes $(V_{Ttr})_i$ (Equation 3) from each individual ADCP measurement along the transects of the four groups from Figure 4. The measurements were corrected for NIO for Groups B and D. For each transect, the total fluxes $V_{Ttr}$ (Equation 2) and the associated errors $\delta V_{Ttr}$ (Equation A.5) are shown in the legend of each panel. The negative fluxes in the top three panels are associated with outflow of upwelled (U) and/or continental shelf (C) waters from the GoL. The positive fluxes in the bottom panel are associated with inflow of open NW Mediterranean (O’) waters. The gap in group A corresponds to a filament of waters characterized by higher SST than U (see Figure 9). Their contribution (a total of 0.023 Sv for transect 1 and 0.008 Sv for transect 2) was therefore excluded from the computation of the total exchanges. Southward waters flowing West of 3.7 with TS characteristics different that U waters were also excluded (total transport of 0.050 Sv for transect 1 and 0.030 Sv for transect 2). For reference, 0.1° in longitude corresponds to a $\Delta l$ of $\sim 8.2$ km at the GoL latitudes.

The resulting total transports $V_{Ttr}$ and the associated errors are indicated in the legends. As mentioned in Section 2.3, $V_{Ttr}$ were computed by integrating the meridional velocity components (instantaneous $v_{tr,15}$ for groups A and C; corrected $\bar{v}_{tr,15}$ for groups B and D) along each cross-front transect. Transects collected along non-zonal directions were projected accordingly.

Among the four groups, the fluxes computed for group A (Figure 13, top panel) are characterized by the largest variability. Maximum values of $(V_{Ttr})_i$ vary from $\sim -2 \times 10^{-3}$ Sv
in transect A1 to \( \sim -1.25 \times 10^{-3} \) Sv in transect A2, few hours later. The resulting \( VT_{tr} \) of U waters drops from \(-0.194\pm0.129\) to \(-0.058\pm0.073\) Sv. Since it was not possible to correct group A velocities for near-inertial currents, such difference in \( VT_{tr} \) within a short time interval, as well as the associated large errors, is a direct consequence of the NIO-induced variations in the instantaneous ADCP meridional velocities already evidenced in Figure 9. This further confirms the importance of correcting the instantaneous velocities for NIO components in order to obtain reliable estimates of cross-shelf fluxes from ship-based observations. Averaging \( VT \) values from successive passages over the same section can partially reduce the impact of NIO and provide a more accurate quantification of the fluxes associated with the mean currents. The average \( VT \) for group A is \(-0.126\pm0.074\) Sv. The error was computed from equation A.6. Although the relative error is reduced compared to the individual transects, with only two repeated transects the precision of the \( VT \) estimate remains much lower than for the other groups (see also Figure 14).

Cross-shelf fluxes based on the corrected velocities from group B (second panel from top) show less variability between successive transects. The fluxes are characterized by similar values and along-transect profiles. The relative errors are smaller compared to group A, ranging between 40.6 and 53.1%. The main difference from one transect to the other is in the position of the profiles: for instance, the maximum values of cross-shelf outflow shift from slightly after 3.7 \( ^\circ \)E in transect B1 to 3.8 \( ^\circ \)E in transect B2. Part of this variation can be explained by the fact that the transects were not located along the same latitudinal tracks. In particular, transect B2 intersected the front axis further north than the other two (see Figure 2).

The resulting eastward shift of the region of maximum outflow is consistent with the NNE-SSW orientation of the front axis retrieved from the Lyap01 deployment. Furthermore, transect B2 was collected closer to the estimated position of the hyperbolic point [see also Nencioli et al., 2011]. This can at least partially explain the slight decrease in the values of maximum velocities from transect B1 to B2 (see also Figure 10, bottom). At the same time, such weakening is associated with a widening of the region occupied by U and C waters, consistent with a broader but less intense outflow closer to the hyperbolic point. As discussed in Section 2.3, along-front velocities tend to increase away from the hyperbolic point inducing a stretching of the water mass along the attracting LCS and a narrowing of its width across the LCS axis, so that the total \( VT \) remains similar for different sections along the LCS [see also Nencioli et al., 2013]. The resulting outflows of combined U and C waters for the three transects are \(-0.099\pm0.040\), \(-0.087\pm0.046\) and \(-0.063\pm0.029\) Sv, respectively. It is important to
Figure 14. Schematics of the average cross-shelf fluxes associated with the front, superimposed on pseudo-SST (shaded), buoy trajectories (grey) and LCSs (red and blue) from Figure 1. The errors within brackets are computed from Equation A.6. Locations of outflow and inflow of the various waters are all indicated relative to the Lyap01 LCS, as no cloud-free pseudo-SST images are available for the period of Latex10 after 15 September. The values are the average from the two transects of group A for the outflow of U waters; from the six transects of groups B and C for the outflow of U+C waters; and from the four transects of group D for the inflow of O’ waters. Integrated over the observed front lifetime of two weeks, these resulted in total mixed layer water exchanges of 90 ± 14 and 25 ± 7 km³ out from and into the GoL, respectively.
remark that the same analysis performed with uncorrected instantaneous velocities results in
relative differences in $V_{T_{tr}}$ estimates of the same order as the one observed for group A (not
shown).

Despite being computed from instantaneous meridional velocities, cross-shelf fluxes from
group C (Figure 13, third panel from top) show similar values and profiles for all three tran-
sects. Moreover, the resulting $V_{T_{tr}}$ for the outflow of C waters ($-0.036 \pm 0.016$, $-0.077 \pm$
0.020 and $-0.078 \pm 0.023$ Sv, respectively) are consistent with the ones from group B. This
further indicates that, due to weaker NIO between 17 and 18 September (characterized by smaller
magnitude than the background mean flow), fluxes could be reliably computed for group C
even without velocity corrections. The difference between the $V_T$ from transect C1 and tran-
sects C2 and C3 is only marginally induced by variations in the velocity profile. Instead, it
mainly results from a broadening of the region occupied by C waters towards the front axis,
where meridional velocities are stronger (see also Figure 11; the shaded area corresponds to
C1).

The inflow of O’ waters in group D is much smaller than the outflows in the previous
groups. This is due to both weaker meridional velocities, as well as to the narrower region oc-
cupied by the intruding O’ waters. Because of that, relative errors are slightly higher, rang-
ing between 40.5 and 70.3%, since the velocity uncertainties remain of the same order as group
B. The much narrower width of transect D4 is due to a further reduction of the presence of
O’ waters, replaced to the west by water masses with different TS characteristics (see also Fig-
ure 12). Total $V_{T_{tr}}$ for the four transects are $0.025 \pm 0.013$, $0.013 \pm 0.009$, $0.023 \pm 0.016$
and $0.024 \pm 0.009$ Sv. These estimates were obtained with corrected velocities. As for group
B, the same analysis performed with instantaneous velocities returns a much broader range of
$V_{T_{tr}}$ values (not shown).

A schematics with the average values of $V_T$ for the different water masses is shown in
Figure 14. Outflow of U waters ($-0.126 \pm 0.074$ Sv) was computed from the two transects
of group A; outflow of combined C and U waters ($-0.074 \pm 0.013$ Sv) from the six transects
of groups B and C; inflow of O’ waters ($0.021 \pm 0.006$ Sv) from the four transects of group
D. As described for group A, the combined errors are computed by dividing the sum in quadra-
ture of the individual errors of each transects by the total number of transects considered. The
combined relative errors are 59, 17 and 29% respectively. As illustrated in the figure, the quan-
tified flows from and to the GoL were associated with specific sides of the in-situ LCS from Nen-
cioli et al. [2011]: outflow from group A extended across the southern attracting LCS; outflow from groups B and C occurred west of the southern attracting LCS; inflow from group D occurred east of the northern attracting LCS.

The cross-shelf exchanges associated with the Latex10 front can be computed by integrating the estimated $VT$ over its lifetime. As reported in Nencioli et al. [2011], the position of the in-situ LCS (and hence of the front) was tracked and reconstructed from 12 to 24 September. Unfortunately, due to a lack of Lagrangian observations and cloud-free satellite imagery, it is not possible to know for how much longer the front persisted in the western part of the GoL after 24 September. A conservative estimate of the total along-front exchanges can be obtained by assuming a front lifetime of two weeks. The resulting outflow of combined C and U waters (from the average $VT$ from groups B and C) amounts to $\sim 90\pm14$ km$^3$, whereas the inflow of O' waters (from the average $VT$ of group D) to $\sim 25\pm7$ km$^3$.

4 Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, we have quantified the cross-shelf exchanges associated with a front observed in the western part of the GoL during the Latex10 campaign (September 2010). Our approach combined ship-based measurements, Lagrangian drifter trajectories and remote sensing observations. The analysis of pseudo-SST imagery and drifter trajectories (Figure 3) revealed that the formation of the front was associated with the convergence of three distinct water masses: U, C and O (O’ after 19 September). These were advected along repelling and attracting LCS, identified in-situ across the continental slope by the trajectories of two drifter arrays. The surface temperature and salinity characteristics of the water masses were identified from ship-based thermosalinograph observations. These values provided thresholds to determine the presence of each water mass along a series of cross-front transects clustered into four distinct groups. As the front was associated with the attracting LCS, ADCP velocities collected along those groups were used to compute the cross-shelf exchanges resulting from the along-front advection of the different water masses. Due to the presence of strong NIO, the instantaneous ADCP observations could not be directly applied in the computation. First, NIO currents were estimated from the drifter trajectories and their contribution subtracted from the instantaneous ADCP velocities. The resulting corrected currents were then integrated to obtain more accurate estimates of the fluxes induced by the background mean flow.
Our results showed average outflow from and inflow to the GoL of $\sim 0.074 \pm 0.013$ Sv and $\sim 0.021 \pm 0.006$ Sv, respectively. The outflow was associated with the southward advection of U and C waters, the inflow with the northward advection of O' waters. Integrated over a conservative estimate of the front lifetime of two weeks, these along-front fluxes resulted in $\sim 90 \pm 14$ km$^3$ of exported U and C waters, and $\sim 24 \pm 7$ km$^3$ of imported O' waters. By defining the 200 m isobath as its outer boundary, the GoL is characterized by an area of roughly 13030 km$^2$. Assuming an average MLD of 22.8 m, the total volume of its upper mixed layer waters is about 300 km$^3$. According to our results, the fluxes associated with processes such as the front observed during Latex10 are thus capable of inducing the export of 25 to 35% of the GoL upper waters: 3 to 4 of such events are sufficient to completely renew its upper mixed layer.

The observations presented in this manuscript suggest that cross-shelf exchange events, such as the one we observed, resulted from a combination of wind-driven and intrinsic geostrophic dynamics, which are quite typical for the western part of the GoL. Therefore, they are probably an important contributor, along with dense shelf water cascading [Canals et al., 2006; de Madron et al., 2013], to the total water budget of the GoL. However, future work is still required to characterize the dynamics of such events and their frequency of occurrence in detail. Nevertheless, because of the large upper water exchanges induced, these processes are likely a key regulator of the biogeochemical and ecological conditions of the GoL. In particular, due to the existing strong cross-shelf biogeochemical gradients, their spatio-temporal distribution could strongly impact nutrient availability and, hence, phytoplankton dynamics over the continental shelf, providing a substantial contribution to the intermittent blooming conditions observed in the region [D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcalà, 2009].

The induced inflow of open sea waters was not as strong as the outflow of shelf waters. It represented only 5 to 10% of the total volume of upper layer waters. To maintain the volume balance, larger inflows must occur either at depth or in the eastern part of the GoL. Further studies at the regional scale based on remote sensing observations and numerical models will be required to address this issue, as well as to investigate the role played by other meso-to submesoscale processes [such as the frequently observed eddies; e.g. Hu et al., 2011b; Ker-salé et al., 2013] and their spatio-temporal variability in regulating cross-shelf exchanges. In particular, results from a high-resolution regional model focusing on winter-spring 2011 [Juza et al., 2013] showed cross-shelf fluxes in line with the values obtained in this study (if the integration depth in Equation 1 is adjusted to a completely mixed water column typical of win-
ter conditions). This suggests that analogous model configurations might be successfully used for future basin-scale multi-annual analyses of cross-shelf exchanges in the NW Mediterranean.

Like previous works based on the observations from the Latex10 campaign [Nencioli et al., 2011, 2013], our study demonstrates the critical role of an adaptive sampling strategy for the in-situ investigation of short-lived, localized processes. Furthermore, it evidences the importance of a multi-platform approach for the interpretation and quantification of the cross-shelf exchanges along the front. In particular, combining ship-based and Lagrangian in-situ observations played a key role in the analysis. Dispersion patterns of the Lagrangian drifters provided complementary information on the front position (through in-situ LCS) and on the movement of the different water masses, particularly important when satellite imagery failed due to cloud coverage. Furthermore, the identification of the in-situ LCS allowed the use of cross-front transects that were neither at the GoL boundary nor parallel to its direction to quantify the cross-shelf exchanges associated with the advected water masses. Finally, drifter trajectories provided the possibility to estimate the intensity of NIO currents independently from ship-based ADCP velocity measurements. This is a critical aspect for any study aiming at quantifying cross-shelf exchanges associated with localized and rapidly evolving processes, since it greatly reduces the need of repeated transects along a given section and hence the time needed to obtain accurate estimates of the fluxes induced by the background mean flow.

The main sources of uncertainties of our analysis are associated with the reconstructed NIO velocities, the estimates of the MLD and those of the front direction. Uncertainties associated with the front direction determine small errors in the computed volume transport, usually of the same order or smaller than those due to MLD uncertainties (the only exception is transect C1). This is likely due to the fact that the corrected velocities are characterized by small zonal components and that the cross-front transects were collected mainly along the zonal direction.

The cross-shelf exchanges associated with the Latex10 front have been quantified using only observations at a fixed depth. Ship-towed profilers, as well as ADCP measurements with higher vertical resolution and better coverage of the first few meters of the water column should be included in future campaigns focusing on the investigation of cross-shelf exchanges. These can provide more detailed observations of the vertical distribution and the dynamics of the different water masses throughout the water column. Such observations could help to better assess the contribution of the vertical dynamics associated with secondary ageostrophic cir-
calculation in driving the exchanges, leading to more robust dynamical constraints for the assumptions at the base of the analysis. They would also reduce some of the uncertainties in the quantities used to compute the volume transport, resulting in more refined estimates.

At the same time, the contribution of NIO uncertainties on the total error is of the same order (usually slightly higher) as that of the MLD (see supporting information Figure 7). Thus, improved accuracy of the corrected mean velocities would also be needed to obtain further significant improvements in the accuracy of the cross-shelf estimates. Although this represents a challenging task, the deployment of a larger number of drifters combined with one or more ADCP moorings within the region of study could provide more accurate estimates of the near-inertial (as well as tidal) currents and their spatial variability.

A: Error analysis on volume transport estimates

The main sources of error in the computation of the along-front fluxes from the discretized version of equation 1 include the uncertainties associated with a) the definition of the integration limits along each transect, \( \delta l_{ini} \) and \( \delta l_{end} \); b) the estimates of the MLD, \( \delta z \); c) the corrected meridional velocities, \( \delta \tilde{v}_{tr,15} \); d) the direction of integration, \( \delta \tilde{n} \).

The integration limits \( l_{ini} \) and \( l_{end} \) have been defined in Section 3.4 based on the TS characteristics of the different water masses and the orientation of the corrected meridional velocities. Since the transitions between the different water masses are characterized by sharp gradients, uncertainties associated with the identified SST ans SSS thresholds will result in \( \delta l_{ini} \) and \( \delta l_{end} \) of only few bins. When the water mass boundaries along a transect are defined by the orientation of the corrected meridional velocities (as for the western boundary of C waters in group B), uncertainties in \( \tilde{v}_{tr,15} \) can determine larger \( \delta l_{ini} \) and \( \delta l_{end} \). However the additional bins included in (or removed from) the flux computation will be characterized by small values of \( \tilde{v}_{tr,15} \) (maximum values cannot exceed the velocity uncertainties defined in the next paragraph). Hence, in both cases, the uncertainties associated with the integration limits will determine only minimal variations of the computed volume transport.

The other three sources of uncertainty are all expected to have a significant contribution to the errors associated with the volume transport estimates, and thus they are all included in the error propagation analysis. The uncertainty associated with the MLD has been quantified in section 2.3 as the standard deviation of the mixed-layer depth from the 21 CTD profiles collected during Latex10, so that \( \delta z = 4.8 \) m. Uncertainties in the corrected meridional veloc-
ities are due to three factors: the instrument precision, the horizontal and vertical variability within each transect bin and the inaccuracy in the drifter-derived NIO components. Following Petrenko et al. [2005], the uncertainty due to the precision of the processed ADCP velocities is better than 0.02 m s\(^{-1}\). Given the resolution of each transect (the length of each bin is \(\sim 250\) m) and the low vorticity Rossby numbers associated with each transect (see supporting information Figure 6), the uncertainties due to the horizontal velocity variations within each bin can be reasonably assumed to be much lower. The same holds for the vertical variations. Indeed, as already mentioned in section 2.3, comparison between the velocities at 15, 19 and 23 m supports our hypothesis of nearly vertically-uniform velocities within the upper mixed layer (see supporting information Figure 2). On the other hand, the uncertainties due to the NIO-component correction are much larger and correspond to \((\sigma_{NIO})_i\), the standard deviation of \(\langle v_{NIO} \rangle\) at each ADCP observation (figure 7). Values along the various transects range from \(\sim 0.03\) to more than 0.07 m s\(^{-1}\).

The uncertainties in the drifter-derived NIO components dominate the velocity error for group B and D transects, for which the velocity correction was applied. Thus, \(\delta v = (\sigma_{NIO})_i\).

On the other hand, group A and C transects require specific considerations. Due to the lack of drifter observations, estimates from both groups were obtained using instantaneous ADCP velocities. The Mistral event on the September 9-10 and the reconstructed NIO time series before September 12 suggest the presence of relatively strong NIO at the time Group A transects were collected. The velocity error for those transects can be thus assumed to be of the same order as the NIO-components, so that \(\delta v_{tr} = 0.20\) m s\(^{-1}\). On the other hand, group C transects were collected during weak NIO. Because of that, the velocity error is assumed to correspond to the instrument precision, so that \(\delta v_{tr} = 0.02\) m s\(^{-1}\).

Finally, in deriving equations 2 and 3, we assumed \(\hat{n}\) to be oriented North to South, although the direction of the LCS identified from the Lyap01 array was NNE-SSW. Thus, the uncertainty in the \(\hat{n}\) direction can be assumed to be \(15^\circ\), so that the error analysis will also assess the sensitivity of the computed fluxes to our direction assumption.

The analysis of the propagation of these three sources of uncertainty in our volume transport estimates requires two steps: first, the errors associated with the volume transport at each bin are computed; second, these are combined together to quantify the error associated with the total transport of each transect.
To quantify the contributions of the different uncertainties, we must consider the general equation for the cross-shelf volume transport associated with each observation, defined as

\[
\langle V T_{tr} \rangle_i = |\tilde{V}_{tr,15}| |\cos \theta| \Delta L_i \sin \alpha \Delta z
\]  

(A.1)

where $|\tilde{V}_{tr,15}|$ is the magnitude of the total corrected velocity; $\theta$ the angle between the corrected velocity and $\tilde{n}$; $|\Delta L_i|$ the total distance between successive bins; and $\alpha$ the angle between the ship track and $\tilde{n}$. Note that by choosing $\tilde{n}$ to be oriented to the North, $|\tilde{V}_{tr,15}| \cos \theta$ becomes $(\tilde{v}_{tr,15})_i$ and $|\Delta L_i| \sin \alpha$ becomes $(\Delta l)_i$, so that equation A.1 reduces to equation 3.

Since MLD, velocity and front direction estimates are independent (i.e. misestimates of one do not affect the estimates of the others), the relative contribution of their uncertainties can be summed in quadrature, so that the error associated with each $\langle V T_{tr} \rangle_i$ is

\[
(\delta V T_{tr})_i = |\langle V T_{tr} \rangle_i| \sqrt{\left(\frac{\delta_{Vtr}}{|\tilde{V}_{tr,15}|}_i\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta z}{\Delta z}_{|\tilde{V}_{tr,15}|}_i\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial(V T_{tr})_i}{\partial \theta}\Delta \theta\right)^2(V T_{tr})_i^2}
\]  

(A.2)

Since $\theta$ and $\alpha$ co-occur with $\tilde{n}$, the last term accounts for the uncertainties of both. Due to the non-linearity of $\cos$ (and $\sin$) around 0 and $\pi$ ($\pi/2$ and $3\pi/4$), the derivative in the last term was quantified as

\[
\frac{\partial(V T_{tr})_i}{\partial \theta} \Delta \theta = (\cos(\theta + \Delta \theta) \sin(\alpha + \Delta \theta) - \cos \theta \sin \alpha) |\tilde{V}_{tr,15}| |\Delta L_i| \Delta z
\]  

(A.3)

Examples of the distribution of $(\delta V T_{tr})_i$ and the individual contribution of the three sources of uncertainties along various transects are provided in the supporting information.

If the various errors $(\delta V T_{tr})_i$ are assumed to be independent from each other, the total error associated with the transect volume transport $VT_{tr}$ (equation 2) is given by their sum in quadrature

\[
\left|\delta V T_{tr}\right|_{\text{min}} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(\delta V T_{tr})_i^2}
\]  

(A.4)

Due to the large number of observations $n$ along each transect the resulting total errors are relatively small, ranging from 2.8 to 12.3 % for different $VT_{tr}$. At the same time, it is unlikely for the errors $(\delta V T_{tr})_i$ to be completely independent: for instance, over(under)estimates of the MLD, resulting in over(under)estimates of $(V T_{tr})_i$, are likely to persists for several bins in a row along a transect. Thus, a more conservative estimate of the total error can be obtained by the simple sum of each error from equation A.2:

\[
\left|\delta V T_{tr}\right|_{\text{max}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n}(\delta V T_{tr})_i
\]  

(A.5)
Table A.1. Minimum and maximum thresholds (in Sv) for the total error associated with the volume transport of each transect. The number of observations ($n$) used for each transect is indicated in the third column. Values between brackets indicate the relative error as a percentage of the corresponding volume transport. Values of $\delta V T_{tr}$ are the ones presented throughout the paper.

| Group | Transect | $n$ | $|V T_{tr}|$ | $\delta V T_{tr}|_{min}$ | ($%V T_{tr}$) | $\delta V T_{tr}|_{max}$ | ($%V T_{tr}$) |
|-------|--------|-----|-------------|-----------------|-------------|-----------------|-------------|
| A     | 1      | 141 | 0.194       | 0.011           | (5.6)       | 0.129           | (66.5)      |
|       | 2      | 82  | 0.058       | 0.008           | (14.0)      | 0.073           | (126.0)     |
| B     | 1      | 91  | 0.099       | 0.004           | (4.3)       | 0.040           | (40.6)      |
|       | 2      | 129 | 0.087       | 0.004           | (4.8)       | 0.046           | (53.1)      |
|       | 3      | 99  | 0.063       | 0.003           | (4.6)       | 0.029           | (45.9)      |
| C     | 1      | 75  | 0.036       | 0.003           | (7.0)       | 0.016           | (46.2)      |
|       | 2      | 88  | 0.077       | 0.002           | (3.0)       | 0.020           | (26.1)      |
|       | 3      | 99  | 0.078       | 0.002           | (3.1)       | 0.023           | (29.0)      |
| D     | 1      | 39  | 0.025       | 0.002           | (8.2)       | 0.013           | (51.3)      |
|       | 2      | 37  | 0.013       | 0.002           | (11.6)      | 0.009           | (70.3)      |
|       | 3      | 50  | 0.023       | 0.002           | (9.6)       | 0.016           | (67.6)      |
|       | 4      | 30  | 0.022       | 0.002           | (7.5)       | 0.009           | (40.5)      |

The resulting total errors are much larger than the ones from equation A.4, ranging from 25.6 up to 111.3% for different $V T_{tr}$.

The total errors presented throughout the paper come from equation A.5. They are an overestimate of the true total error, since they represent its highest threshold in case of perfectly correlated $(V T_{tr})_i$. Since $(V T_{tr})_i$ are neither completely independent nor completely correlated, the true value of the total error for each transect lies between $\delta V T_{tr}|_{max}$ and $\delta V T_{tr}|_{min}$ (representing its minimum threshold). A summary of the error analysis, with total error values for each transect, is provided in table A.1.

The $V T_{tr}$ estimates for the various transects can be assumed to be independent. Indeed, our CTD observations suggest that the deviations from the average MLD were not systematic.
across a given transect, nor specific to certain dynamical features, but rather localized. Fur-
thermore, the transects were not collected in a Lagrangian reference frame. Therefore, despite
sampling the same water masses, they each observed different portions of the same water patches.
This is even more so for the transects from Groups B and C, which were collected along dif-
ferent tracks. Based on this assumption, the errors associated with the averaged $V_T$ for each
water mass presented in Figure 14 have been computed as

$$\delta V_T = \sqrt{\sum_{tr} \left( \frac{\delta V_{T_{tr}}}{N} \right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.6)

the sum in quadrature of each transect error divided by the number of transects included ($N$).

On the other end, if the estimates for the various transects were considered to be depen-
dent, then the error $\delta V_T$ would have simply been computed as the simple average of the er-
rors for each transect of the Group

$$\delta V_T = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{tr} \delta V_{T_{tr}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

Using equation A.7, the total errors for the three estimates presented in Figure 14 become 0.100,
0.029 and 0.012 Sv (for U, C+U and O’ waters, respectively), corresponding to relative er-
rors of 80, 40 and 56%.
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